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ON CERTAIN SATURATION PROBLEMS 

P. ERDGS, member of the Academy and P. VfiRTESI (Budapest)* 

1. Introduction 

1.1. In his paper [I] G. Somorjai proved a saturation theorem for the positive 
interpolatory linear operators 

(l-1) 

where u>-2 is a fixed real number, fcC[O, 11. He considered the expressions 

for arbitrary fcC[O, 11 and proved that 

V-3) i 

M,(x) = 0 for each xE[O, l] ifs f(x) = c&zst, 
MJ-=+03 Z$J~ JELipl. 

(Here and later “const”, cl, c2, . . , denote absolute positive real numbers.) 
By (1.2) and using that every number x&[O, I] can be approximated with 

certain positive fractions {kJn,} (k,, it, are integers) such that 

(Dirichlet-theorem), and finally, exploiting that the fractions {k&} are inter- 
polatory nodes for the operator (1. l), he succeeded in proving that 

U-5) 
IIL(J; xl-fOlI = oW> ifs f= cons& 
IILM xl-fWII = 0(1/n) .!! fELiP 1 

where ]I .I] stands for the supremum norm. 
Later in T. Hermann, P. VCrtesi [2] we tried to extend his argument for 

other interpolatory operators, but as F. Pint& very recently remarked, [2; 
Lemma 3.21 was incorrect. 

* The second author’s work was partially supported by Hungarian National Foundation for 
Scientific Research Grant No. 1801. 
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1.2. The aim of this paper is to give some useful generalizations of (1.3) and 
(1.4) which help to get some other saturation theorems. Especially, we can use 
them to correct the proof of [2; Theorem 2.41 (cf. [Xl). 

2. Results 

2.1. Using the previous notations first we verify the following 

STATEMENT 2.1. Let fCC[O, l] and Ec[O, l] a set such that CE:=[O, l]\E 
is countable. Then, by Mf(E) := sup MJ(-x), we get 

XCE 

(2.1) M,(E) = A+. 

2.2. A simple consequence of the previous theorem is that 

(2.2) 

(see (1.3)). 

M&c) = 0 for each xEE if f(x) = con& 

J+(E) -===a ifl fCLip 1 

2.3. Now we state a Dirichlet-type approximation relation. Namely 

THEOREM 2.2. Let x& (0, 1) be a fzxed irrational number, {y,};?, an arbitrary 
sequencewith y,#x,, r=l,2, . . . and !lcyy,=x,, 0-=~51/3 and OS:, 6~1 Jixed 
real numbers. Then there exists a sequence {xk}c {y?} and positive integers {Zk}~zz 
and {Q};=~ with 

(2.3) 1 e n, c n, -=..., i.e. lim nk =- 
k-m 

Ik-tY such that for the fractions - 
nk+6 

the relations 

(2.4) Ixo-$$l=o[+). k=l,2 )..., 

(2.5) 

hold true. 

2.4. For our purposes Theorem 2.2 is quite satisfactory. On the other hand, 
using its proof the following slight generalization can be proved (see Section 3.4). 

THEOREM 2.3. Let x&(0, 1) be a jixed irrational number, {y,};~~ be an arbi- 
trary sequence with yr f x0, r = 1,2, . . . , lim y,=x,. Further, let 0-z QS l/3 (real), I’== 
p, 4=-O, (P, 4) = 1 (in@w.d, 01 ydp, OS 6-=q (reals), be J;-ued numbers. Then 
there exist a sequence {xk}c {y,} and positive integers {lk}?& and {nk}& with 

1 -= n,-= ns-=..., i.e. lim nk =a k-.=9 
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such that relations 

(2.7) 
hold true, 

2.5. As it was mentioned earlier, Theorems 2.1-2.2 are very useful in some 
saturation problems. They can be applied, e.g., to get the following statement. 

Let 
2kn 

tk”=2n+l’ - k=O,kl,$2 ,,.a, 

and consider the trigonometric polynomials 

Pa t) = ,j f(b”) %(t), n = 192, . . . , 
n 

for the continuous 2?r-periodic f (shortly fc c), Here 

%z(t) = 41;,(t)-31,4,(t), k = 0, il, f2, ..<, 

where Ikn(t) are the fundamental functions of trigonometric interpolation based 
on (2.X). One can prove that 

degp, 5 4n, 

p,(f, td =f(hnL k = 0, f 1, *2, .‘., 

p,(g, t) E 1 if g(t) = 1, 

IP,lf, o-ftol 5 7w (5 f) 

(w( f, 6) is the modulus of continuity off, cf. [6]). Then (see A. K. Varma, P. VBr- 
tesi ‘[3]) 

I 

IIP,(f, o-f(Oll = 0 (J @- f= mm 

IIP,CL t>-fO>ll = 0 (+) W .KLiP 1. 

2.6. Other applications can be find in [8] and [4]. 
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3. Proofs 

3.1. PROOF OF STATEMENT 2.1.’ As a simple application of [7; Ch. 6, $7, Theo- 
rem 7.2.1 we get that if hEC[O, 11 furthw 

c3.0 
&.i MY)-h(x) 

y-+x+0 Y-X 
S- 0 for each xEE 

theti h is strictly monotone increasing on [0, 11. 

Now let us suppose that 

(3.2) M,(E)-e-=Mf. 

Then, for 

(3.3) g(x) := cx -f(x), 

gEC[O, 11, further for any fixed xEE 

(3.4) 
m-g(Y) = c- f(x)-f(y) ) 0 

X-Y X-Y 

if y is close enough to x (see (3.2)). Especially, 

j-&i &d-g(Y) 32 0, xEE 
y-x+0 x-y 

By (3.5) and the quoted theorem, g is strictly monotone increasing i.e. for arbitrary 
x, yE[O, 11, x#y we have 

(3.6) 

Applying the same argument for the function 

(3.7) f(X) := cx +f(x) 

we get 

(3.8) 

By (3.6) and (3.8) 

(3.9) 

from where 

(3.10) 

a contradiction. 

4 YEP, 11, x f Y, 

M;- = 

1 This argument, which is much simpler than our previous one, is due to G. Petruska. 
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3.2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. By [5 ; Theorem 7.11, p. 1961, for any fixed irra- 
tional number x&(0, 1) there exist integer numbers {us}, {us} such that 

Then, by yl -x, and il% u,= m, one can find infinitely many different xkC{yr) 

for which 

(3.12) 

If 

(3.13) 

k = kl, k,, . . . . 

then, if kl is big enough (which will be supposed from now on), by (3.12) and (3.13) 

(3.14) 
1 1 2 --z--c-, 

)uR+l Mk vk 
k = kI, k,, ..e m 

Now let &:=vky --~,a. For fixed u, and v, consider the expression 

3.3. Here, by (uk, vk) = 1, the Diophantine equation nuk - Iok= 1 is solvable; 
let tn*, I*) be a solution. Take nO:=n*[&] and 10:=/*[Ak]. Then, by n*&-I*&‘l, 
we get as follows. 

Now we state that by a proper shifting of n, and &, we get the solution (nk, &) with 
the relations 

(3.16) M,s nk-=%i,, 

(3.17) 

a) Indeed, if no(Mk, consider n’:=n,S nk and l’:=&,i-Uk. By definition 
n’uk-I’vk=nguk-fOvk=[Ak] (n*uk-f*ok)=[Ak], i.e. We have (3.15), if We replace 
(n,, &,) by (n’, r’). If n’ZMk, then by (3.14) 

n, -= it& 5 h+v&(= d) bt!fk+-V, s h!fk+%fk = %f‘., 

i.e. for nk:=n’ we have both (3.16) and (3.17). On the other hand if n’-=M,, with 
a proper integer t, n,-t(t-l)uk-=Mk~nn,+tok. Then nk:=ut,+tq and Ik:=lo$mk 
will satisfy (3.16) and (3.17). 
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b) If ~,E[M~, 3M&, by nk:=n, and Zk:=ZO we get (3.16) and (3.17). If 
n,S3Mk, with a proper integer 4” let nk:=q,-@kr i,:=ZO-@uk be chosen such 
that n,-~,-=M~sn,. Then, as above we can verify (3.16) and (3.17). 

Now, by (3;l l), (3.17), (3,14), (3.16) and Lli u,= m 

(3.18) 

2 1 2 
+- <-+-- 

vk nk vk”k vk nk 
k = kl, kz, . . . . 

which actually gives (2.4). To get (2.5) we write for any fixed IC = $ , kz , . . . , ki z k,, , 

(see (3.13) and (3.18)), further 

lk+y I I lk+? I I l.lQ @2 4@ 
xk-- 5 I&-x,\+ x0-- == -+- -c= - 

n,+6 nk+6 - Mk nk nk 

(see (3.13) and (3.18)) which complete the proof. 

3.4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. Being very similar to the previous one, we only 
sketch it. The first difference is that instead of nuk -Iv, = 1, we solve qu,n -pvk I= Bk, 
where Bk:=(quk,pv,J (cf. 3.3.). By (uk, ok)=(p, q)=l, it iseasyto seethat B,sp.q. 
Then, if (n*, I*) are solutions, with 

we get that 

(cf. (3.15)). Now if no-=Mk, say, then we take n’:=no+pvk and I’:=Io+q,uu, finally 
we get M,sn,-=(2p+ l)M, (cf. (3.16)). We omit the further details. 

Acknowledgement. We express our thanks to Professors G. Petruska (Budapest) 
and A. Vincze (Gainesville). Their help was very valuable. 
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